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INTRODUCTION 
Canada’s energy sector is world class in scale and has world leading capabilities, but it is being 
progressively hampered by political, legal and regulatory processes, and hostile activism. There is no 
fundamental justification for the damage we have done to ourselves. The common explanations come 
wrapped in concern and criticism about our energy sector’s environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) standards. 

The problem is not what most believe. The problem isn’t actual environmental performance or that the 
industry denies climate change. The problem is misinformation and misunderstandings, a failure to 
grasp actual realities, an unwillingness to collaborate among ourselves, and a lack of confidence and 
visionary leadership. 

We have fallen into blame, intensely politicized divisiveness, destructive adverse policy and are on 
track to neutralize, if not dismantle, our leading global energy sector. We have incurred massive 
economic and social costs, and a self-inflicted threat to our national unity, with no offsetting material 
benefit to the problem of global greenhouse gas emissions and climate change.  

The vision that has “benefits to all” is to inspire and unleash the proven innovative potential of the 
Canadian energy industry to offer reduced carbon, high ESG energy products, and advanced 
technologies that support a long-term global transition to a low-carbon environment.  

What is needed in Canada is visionary leadership grounded

in boldness, collaboration, and evidence-based 
pragmatism.

What we have is narrowness, rigidity, in-fighting, and naïve delusions that 
our current strategies will solve the problem. 
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MISINFORMATION & 
MISUNDERSTANDINGS 

 One profound example of 
misinformation and 

misunderstanding relates to what 
has become the most 

controversial part of the Canadian 
energy industry: the oil sands. 

 

In a recent article published in the New York Times by Lee 
Wasserman, Director of the Rockefeller Fund, the argument is made 
that keeping Canada’s “carbon-intensive [oil] sands in the ground [is] 
at the top of every list … about what we must do to avoid full-blown 
climate catastrophe.” 

Further, in reference to the Trans Mountain Pipeline expansion, 
Wasserman states that, if completed…we will be losing the “last, best 
opportunity to safeguard what remains of our fragile climate system.” 1 

CONTRAST THESE VIEWS WITH THE REALITIES: 
Our oil sands contribute to only 0.15% of global emissions.2 
GHGs from the Canadian oil sands are immaterial to global emissions. 

If we phase out our oil sands, the lost volumes would be replaced by supplies from 
other countries.  

• Notably Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and historically Venezuela and Mexico, all of whom 
have much lower ESG and human rights standards, and much higher levels of 
corruption.3,4  

• These other suppliers would also generate GHG emissions in the extraction 
process. We have calculated that the net reduction in global GHGs would be a 
negligible 0.03 of 1% (or 3/100 of 1%).5 

 

For further context: 
• In 2018, the increase in GHG emissions from China and India…. just the year over 

year increase … was equivalent to adding ten Canadian oil sands.6 
• The total absolute level of GHGs from China and India in 2018 was about 12,000 

MTs, which is roughly equivalent to 150 Canadian oil sands.6 
 
 

 

Visualize 100 peanuts in a jar. 
 

The contribution of Canada’s 
GHG emissions to the global 

total is not even one peanut! It 
is about 1/7th of one peanut! 

 

1/7th  

 

BY THE NUMBERS 

This is all public information and the math is simple, yet the director of a high-profile foundation somehow succeeds in 
publishing in a leading global media outlet that Canada’s oil sands are going to destroy the world. 
 

IN CONSIDERING THESE REALITIES, HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO ARGUE THAT THE OIL SANDS ARE 
SOMEHOW A MATERIAL FACTOR IN CAUSING A GLOBAL CLIMATE CATASTROPHE, AND A PHASE 

OUT7 OF THE OIL SANDS WOULD SOMEHOW SAVE THE WORLD? 

The absolute level of GHG emissions from the oil sands is immaterial on a global basis. However, this is no excuse to 
not reduce emissions from the oil sands and all other sources.  
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CANADIAN PRODUCERS 
HAVE MADE 

SIGNIFICANT 
PROGRESS 

Most large producers are now 
developing oil at lower emissions 
per barrel than the average in U.S. 
and world markets. 

• Emission intensity of Canada’s oil sands is down 
29% since 2000 and is anticipated to decline about 
another 20% through to 2030.8 

• Emission levels from new projects are close to, or 
even below, the average level of crude oil refined 
within the U.S. 

• Imperial has stated that their new cyclic solvent 
process “could virtually eliminate the use of steam 
and reduce emissions by up to 90% in certain 
areas” of their Cold Lake field. 9 

• Cenovus is reporting “oil sands emissions intensity that is 
less than the average [U.S.] barrel of oil.” 10 

• Suncor is stating “that greenhouse gas emissions for the 
average barrel extracted at Fort Hills are on par with the 
average crude refined in the U.S.”11  

• Canadian Natural is evidencing great progress: “[GHG] 
emissions intensity of … oil sands operations are only 
approximately 5% higher than the average emissions 
intensity for global crude…with a pathway to below the 
global average.” Further, they express publicly that their 
“long-term aspiration is a journey to net zero emissions.” 12 

 
Canadian Natural is Canada’s largest oil and gas producer and one of the largest globally. How can               
a leading company with extensive oil sands operations become a net zero emitter of GHGs?  

Their vision is confronting the old paradigm, but not by shutting down as some argue. It is 
through ingenuity, innovation, and the application of advanced technologies. 

THE IMPLICATIONS: 
If our oil sands emissions are the same or below the average in the U.S., how can the Rockefeller Fund and others 
possibly argue that Canada should shut-in its production? How can we justify phasing out or curtailing our oil sands 
only to see Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Mexico, and Venezuela increase their market share? These countries have much lower 
ESG and human rights standards, and much higher levels of corruption. What are the policy reasons to shut-in and stand 
on the sidelines as the U.S. industry continues to boom?3,4  

Attacks on Canada’s oil sands because of high GSG intensity and climate 
concerns reflect a gross distortion of the materiality of emission levels. 

This is yesteryears story. But the myth continues, causing on-going damage. 
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HOW MANY OF US KNOW THAT OUR STRATEGICALLY IMPORTANT OIL AND 
GAS INDUSTRY IS CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING A MELTDOWN? 

 

At the same time, the U.S. industry has been enjoying a major expansion. 

• The growth in U.S. oil and gas production over the 
last ten years (2008) is approximately equivalent to 
adding another Canada in world markets (growth of 
~6 mmb/d).8, 13  

• The LNG business in the U.S. has leapfrogged past 
Canada in capturing Asian LNG markets, constructing 
and sanctioning 12 bcf/d of capacity versus 1.8 for 
Canada.14  

• Numerous major international companies have 
exited the Canadian energy sector, notably, Apache, 
Statoil (Equinor), Total SA, ConocoPhilips, Marathon 

Oil, Royal Dutch Shell, Devon Energy, and most 
recently Koch Industries. 

• Some of our own world-class, leading businesses 
such as Encana, TC Energy (formerly TransCanada) 
and Enbridge are shifting to the U.S. 

• Capital, equipment (i.e. deep capacity triple drilling 
rigs) and some of our most talented workers are 
exiting.15 

• We estimate that 77,000 jobs have been lost in 
Canada’s energy sector since 2012.16 

 

 
 

 

CASCADING NEGATIVE 
CONSEQUENCES FOR 
CANADA’S ENERGY SECTOR 

 

How do we account for the social costs of these job losses?   
Many Albertans are understandably feeling that the government’s commitment to preserve and create jobs 
depends on where the jobs are within Canada. Even a priority as basic as jobs has become extremely politicized.  

The SNC Lavalin governance debacle has been justified by possibly saving a few thousand jobs. Compare this 
to the loss of 77,000 jobs in the energy sector in the West.16 Don’t they matter? 
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INVESTOR 
CONFIDENCE 
HAS 
COLLAPSED 
 

During the Senate hearings on Bills C-48 and C-69, a number of Senators and witnesses 
expressed worry that these legislative initiatives would hurt investor confidence.  

My view was and remains: it is too late to worry. 
We are beyond trying to avoid or mitigate the risk of damage to investor confidence. 
The damage has already happened. From the point of view of investors, they see the 
mess and they do not care who is to blame. Most are saying some version of… 
“Canada can’t get its act together and we are giving up.” 

 There is virtually no investor interest in the Canadian energy sector at this time. 
 

New equity raised last year was the lowest in 27 years, down 94% from the prior five years.17 
 

There has been $100 billion loss in market value since 2014 of publicly listed oil and gas companies.18 
 

The Canadian independent sector has been crushed. They can aptly be viewed, as they say in the banking business, 
as a “workout problem.” 

 

Of 129 Canadian independent listed companies in 2014, almost half have declined by 90% or more; most of 
these have been sold, delisted or have gone through an insolvency event.18 

MUCH OF THE 
DAMAGE HAS BEEN 
THE RESULT OF 
FAILED POLITICAL, 
LEGAL AND 
REGULATORY 
PROCESS, AND 
HOSTILE ACTIVISM 

▪ Notably, Northern Gateway ($650 million of project costs), which 
was approved by the Harper government but rejected by the then 
newly elected, Trudeau government. Investors view what happened 
as prima facia evidence of sovereign risk. 

▪ Energy East ($1.0 billion of project costs) 19 

▪ Petronas LNG ($1.0 billion of project costs) 

▪ Trans Mountain is alive and now moving towards being built, but 
only because of a bail out purchase by the federal government. It is 
acknowledged that the recent approval is a positive development. 
However, more evidence is needed that it will in fact happen. 

At the top of the list is a series of failed high-profile projects:  

My view was and remains: it is too late to worry. 
We are beyond trying to avoid or mitigate the risk of damage to 
investor confidence. The damage has already happened. 

 

Failure to build much needed take-away capacity has resulted in the failure 
to realize the full value for our energy commodities. 

 

For oil alone, from 2013 to 2018, there has been a massive $40 billion loss in total revenues for 
Canadian energy companies.20 
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There has also been damage from other sources… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Over the last few months, more damage has occurred… 

• Recommendations from the due process of two Senate committees to withdraw Bill C-48 and overhaul Bill 
C-69, were rejected (C-48) and substantially turned down (C-69). 

• A rejection of the input, and implicitly the needs, of leading project proponents who are the ones that make 
new projects happen.  

• Rejection of the pleas of six premiers, representing approximately 60% of all Canadians, to not proceed with 
the enactment of Bills C-48 and C-69 as written. 

• An implicit disregard of our need for investment and infrastructure capital, which is the source of future 
prosperity. 

 

 
 

PROVINCIAL 
• 2014 Alberta royalty review 

when oil prices were 
collapsing 

• The acrimonious canceling 
of electric power purchase 
contracts and related $2 
billion costs to Albertans21 

• Imposed carbon taxes when 
U.S. competitors pay none 

• Inflammatory attacks on 
our provincial regulator22 
 

INTER- PROVINCIAL 
• B.C.’s repeated challenge of 

federal government’s 
constitutional authority 
relating to Trans Mountain 

• The Quebec Premier’s 
negativity towards Alberta 
oil (specifically in 
connection with Energy 
East)19 

• The threat of civil 
disobedience, which still 
looms over Trans Mountain 

FEDERAL 
• The Prime Minister musing 

about the phasing out of the 
oil sands7 

• Extremism of tanker 
moratorium (Bill C-48) 

• Continued uncertainty with 
Bill C-69 

• Generalized interpretations 
of Indigenous peoples’ 
interests that were not fact 
based 
 

Through the Bill C-48 and C-69 processes, we turned our backs on the advice of expert witnesses; the 
studied, and well-considered recommendations of our Senators; the formalized pleas of six premiers; 

and the input and needs of major project proponents, all of which rips at our national unity and serves to 
reinforce existing negativity towards investing in Canada. 
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Within Canada, among Canadians, resistance to the oil and gas sector 
relates primarily to perceptions and concerns about the industry’s 
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards and performance. 
 

What has been lost in the noise is that our ESG standards 
and performance are as good as it gets in the world. 

 

In February 2019, BMO issued a report on ESG, citing Canada as having 
the top “global ESG scores given performance across the spectrum of 
important issues from environmental policy, to social welfare, political 
stability, regulatory oversight and corporate governance.” They further 
note that Canadian oil companies deliver stronger ESG scores than 
companies of almost all other oil-producing countries in the world.23 

 

We know this through… 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

In addition to improving GHG emission levels, there are numerous other 
attainments critical to our ESG performance: 
• Canada was the first country in the world to commit to national methane emission regulations and we are recognized 

as a world leader in methane reductions relating to flaring and venting. 
• Canada is a world leader in carbon capture and storage (CCS). There are two existing long-standing commercial 

projects in Southeast Saskatchewan, four significant demonstration projects, and numerous feasibility and pilot 
projects underway. We participate in the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum 
and we are a founding member of the Global CCS Institute.26 

• Our worker safety record, injuries and fatalities, has shown incredible progress. Fatalities are down 90% since 2001.27 
• We have a world class pipeline transportation system and our progress on safety is exceptional. Spills relative to 

production have declined 90% over the last ten years.28 
• We have a world class marine safety system. There are approximately 20,000 tanker movements/year on the East 

and West coast of Canada and there have been no significant oil spills. Trans Mountain has been operating since 
1956 without a single spill.29 

• We are committing to develop LNG facilities that will have the lowest emissions in the world. The International 
Energy Agency recognizes that new LNG projects will significantly reduce GHGs from the burning of coal.30 

 

ARC FINANCIAL 
 

We advocate for Canada’s ESG record to investors 
globally. It’s no surprise to us to read the conclusion from 
a study prepared by Worley Parsons Canada24 “that 
Canada’s Environmental Assessment processes are 
among the best in the world.” 

Many of our corporations are being viewed as “best in the 
world” for their ESG performance.  

ARC RESOURCES 
 

ARC Resources has been recognized for its governance 
leadership by institutional investors, not just in Canada, 
but globally. ARC Resources is ranked among the top 1% 
of 1400 companies surveyed globally by Brendan Wood 
International.25  

We have some fantastic leading businesses in that are 
showing the way for the rest of the world. 

CANADA’S ESG 
STANDARDS AND 
PERFORMANCE 
ARE EXEMPLARY 
IN A GLOBAL 
CONTEXT 
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  INNOVATION AND 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
All of the progress that has been made is the product of initiative, innovation, and advanced technology.  

 Some people argue that we are an old industry stuck 
in old technologies. Nothing could be farther from the 
truth. When I testified on Bill C-69, the other witness 
on the panel was a Professor at Ryerson University 
who commented that the industries impacted by Bill 
C-69 “are part of an old economy” and that “we have 
to move forward on new technologies”, and 
specifically “new and clean technologies.”31 

We are an old industry in the same way that 
food is an old industry; people have always 
needed food and have always needed 
energy. 

As for technological advancement … remember peak oil? 
The consensus view, alive for decades, was that oil supply would soon peak and enter terminal decline. This was the 
original inspiration driving the push for renewables. During the height of the public concern there were numerous 
articles referring to the “peak oil catastrophe.”32  What happened? 

We are now in an era of abundance. 

We’ve disrupted ourselves with advanced technology. 
Technology, advanced drilling and completions, digitization and automation, have transformed the supply cost curve 
of the industry. The price of oil and gas worldwide would probably be twice what it is today if not for this technological 
revolution. The dramatically reduced environmental impact, the enhanced safety of our transportation systems, and 
reduced emissions among others, are all being driven by advanced technology.  

 

 
Ironically, much of Canada’s clean tech investing is 

occurring within Canada’s oil sands companies. 

 

The above depicts M. King Hubbert’s 1956 world oil production 
distribution, using historical data and proposed future production. It 
showed a peak of 12.5 billion barrels per year in about the year 2000. 
As of 2016, global oil production was 29.4 billion barrels per year. 

0 
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WE NEED CANADA’S MAJOR OIL AND GAS COMPANIES –  
Suncor, Cenovus, Canadian Natural Resources, 

 Imperial, Shell and others. 

We need their commitment and willingness to invest in new technologies and to advance progress in the industry. 
We need their balance sheets, their depth of technical expertise, and their long-term strategies and time horizons.  

Yet in recent legislative initiatives and process, their views were ignored or rejected.  

 
Across the energy and technology sectors, there are many new technologies being developed 

which will improve environmental performance, for example:33 

• The use of solvents versus steam in oil sands 
recovery with a substantial reduction in emissions 

• Microseismic monitoring and advanced modeling 
to mitigate the risk of induced seismicity  

• Sustainable hydrocarbon recovery using CO2 
injection in tight reservoirs  

 

 

• Fugitive methane emission detection through advanced 
cameras and sensing devices 

• Production of green electricity from crude oil via 
microbial transformations 

And there are numerous technologies and processes being 
researched and developed to convert CO2 into useful products 
such as super strong, low weight carbon microfibres. 

 

 
The challenge for policy makers is that the outcomes of innovation are difficult to see and predict, but I 
believe that research, creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurialism, represents the greatest opportunity in 
the path forward to resolve, or substantially mitigate, our environmental risks and problems. 

Political leaders need to turn towards the oil and gas sector 
and see it as a critical part of the solution … not the problem. 
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As we struggle in Canada with policies and 
sentiments that are hostile to the oil and gas sector, 
many of us within different regions of Canada fail to 
realize the size and scope of our oil and gas extraction 
and pipeline business…that it is: 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Another critical understanding that has been lost is the financial contribution of our 
oil and gas sector to the rest of Canada. Alberta has contributed cumulatively $630 
billion in net federal transfers to confederation since 196135 and has always been a 
net giver, never a receiver.36 The oil and gas sector has been the engine of this 
financial contribution. This year alone, Alberta's fiscal transfers will total $20 billion, 
and generally have averaged approximately $24 billion/year from 2007-2015.36 

Alberta’s prosperity has, in fact, been Canada’s prosperity. 
 

I’m often asked why Alberta hasn’t done what Norway did, building a massive 
sovereign fund, which now exceeds $1 trillion. There are numerous factors, however, 
the main reason relates to fiscal transfers from Alberta to the rest of Canada. Add a 
modest return on the cumulative $630 billion that has been transferred, and we 
could easily have a $1 trillion fund. 

EXPRESSED DIFFERENTLY, IF THESE TRANSFERS HAD BEEN ACCUMULATED 
WITHIN A NATIONAL FUND, CANADA WOULD HAVE A $1 TRILLION FUND. 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF 
THE OIL AND GAS 
SECTOR TO CANADA 

8.2 X  Auto Parts Manufacturing Sector 

5.6 X  Combined Forestry, Logging Wood Product, and Paper Manufacturing Sectors 

4.0 X  Telecommunications Sector 

2.6 X  Residential Construction Sector 

1.7 X  Entire Transportation Sector (including air, rail, water, trucking, and related warehousing) 

AND… Larger than the Combined Banking, Investment Management, and Insurance Sector. 
 

The above numbers are for upstream and pipeline sectors only, representing $132 billion of GDP. This increases to 
$200 billion if you add related downstream activities and power generation. This number gets even larger if you 

consider service and manufacturing directed towards the energy sector.34 

 

My read of the data is that our Canadian energy sector is the largest 
sub-sector of the Canadian Economy. 

 

 
WHEN THE ENERGY 
SECTOR EXCELS, ALL 
CANADIANS PROSPER 

ALBERTA  
VS. 
NORWAY 
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Three Key Realities that Point to a Long-Term Transition: 

Global demand for hydrocarbons is expected to 
grow by about one third through to 2040.37 
Whether we like it or not, world oil demand continues on an inexorable march 
upwards, growing 15.3 million barrels a day over the past ten years,38 likely not 
peaking for at least another 15+ years. 39 

 
The energy transition is a global challenge that 
cannot be solved locally.         
Bill Gates was recently quoted in The Atlantic pointing to this issue: “Carbon is 
not a local pollutant. It mixes in the global atmosphere in a matter of days. So 
it doesn’t really matter whether it’s a coal plant in China or … the U.S.— the 
heating effect for the entire globe is the same.”40 Gates’ acknowledges that to 
slow and solve climate change, we need global cooperation, partnerships and 
non-localized solutions, and a commitment to basic research and innovation. 
All of this requires massive amounts of capital and a long time frame.                         
  

 Renewables share in global energy demand is about 
3.6%,38 which is the result of over $3.6 trillion in 
investment since 2005.41            
The vision of a relatively fast transformation of our energy system using solar 
and wind as the primary strategy is fictional. Solar and wind are making great 
progress, but they alone are insufficient as a short-term bridge to a new low 
carbon world.   

 

 THE GLOBAL ENERGY TRANSITION 
IS A CHALLENGING, LONG-TERM EVOLUTION  

As we contemplate all of these realities, it is critical to see that the energy transition to 
a low-carbon future is now underway, but it is going to take decades, not years, to 

transform our hydrocarbon-based energy system. 
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Historically, our industry was insufficiently focused on                 
ESG issues.  This has changed and perceptions now have to 
match  reality. The industry must remain passionately committed 
to innovation and to further improve its environmental 
performance. 

 

Historically, industry leaders talked a lot about jobs and wealth. 
The public also wanted environmental sustainability and social 
value. We all need to communicate and advocate to all 
stakeholders our current ESG performance and standards. 
Industry leaders, industry workers, all of us who are informed, all 
our politicians, including federal politicians, need to contribute. 

 
It can be objectively said that the lack of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan representation in government policy and decision 
making creates a risk for ourselves as a region and for the unity 
of Canada. We all need to mobilize and step up our public and 
political profile to more actively represent ourselves to our fellow 
Canadians. This is in the interests of all of us who live in these 
under-represented regions of Canada, and it is in the interests of 
all Canadians. 

There are two competing visions for Canadian energy. One 
involves the diminishment, if not outright dismantling, of a leading 
innovative, ethical global industry. This is the path we are on now. This 
strategy may somehow “feel good” for some Canadians, and it may 
produce “gains” for some political leaders, but it comes with enormous 
financial and social costs and it is a threat to our national unity. 
Ironically, the impact of this strategy on global emissions and climate 
change is immaterial or negative as new supplies will come from 
countries with lower ESG standards. The other vision is to support the 
development of a “clean, ethical Canadian energy brand” based on 
innovation and a commitment to a low-carbon future, leveraging our 
technologies and advanced processes to have a material impact.  

This is the vision that offers maximum “benefits to all.” 

 

CONTINUED FOCUS 
ON ESG 
PERFORMANCE 

 
STRONGER 
COMMUNICATION TO 
EDUCATE OTHERS 
ABOUT OUR ENERGY 
SECTOR 

 
UNITE AND MOBILIZE 
TO REPRESENT 
OURSELVES TO OUR 
FELLOW CANADIANS 

 

1
1
1
1

2 
3 

SUPPORT AND 
EMBRACE A CLEAN 
ENERGY 
LEADERSHIP VISION 

 
4 

 

How has Canada gotten so off track and what can we do differently? 
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CANADA’S OPPORTUNITY TO BE A 
GLOBAL LEADER IN ENERGY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP 

As preposterous and unbelievable as this may sound given current 
political realities, to achieve a full strategic turnaround of Canada’s 
energy sector requires high level political leadership – specifically, 
the Prime Minister, Ministers, and Premiers – to position 
themselves in front of our industry and face outwards to all 
Canadians and the world, extolling the excellence, 
accomplishments, adaptability, resilience and extraordinary ESG 
performance of our energy industry in Canada.  
 
 

The basis of doing so is to fully acknowledge and embrace existing 
evidence-based realities and the moral responsibility to do what is in      

the best interest of all Canadians and the world. 
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